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Abstract. Retrieval-based dialogue systems converse
with humans by ranking candidate responses according
to their relevance to the history of the conversation
(context). Recent studies either match the context
with the response on only sequence level or use
complex architectures to match them on the word
and sequence levels. We show that both information
levels are important and that a simple architecture can
capture them effectively. We propose an end-to-end
multi-level response retrieval dialogue system. Our
model learns to match the context with the best response
by computing their semantic similarity on the word and
sequence levels. Empirical evaluation on two dialogue
datasets shows that our model outperforms several
state-of-the-art systems and performs as good as the
best system while being conceptually simpler.

Keywords. Dialogue systems, response retrieval,
sequence similarity.

1 Introduction

Recently, many works were interested in building
neural dialogue systems that converse with
humans in natural language by either generating
or retrieving responses. Despite the capacity
of generative systems to produce customized
responses for each conversation context, they tend
to generate short and general responses [14].
Thus, they prefer to generate, for example ”I don’t
know” and ”Good !”, most of the time. This is
due essentially to the lack of diversity in their
objective function [9]. On the other hand, response
retrieval systems are able to provide more accurate
and syntactically correct responses [13, 21] by
ranking a set of candidate responses based on
their coherence with the context. In this work we
focus on this category of dialogue systems.

Context

A Hi, I can not longer access the graphical login screen
on ubuntu 12.04

B what exactly happen?
A I can’t remember the error message, would it have

auto-logged to a file or should I reboot quick?
B you mean it won’t automaticaly start and what

happen then?
A it just stop at a text screen, but I can access the

command line login via alt F1-6, and start x manually
there. I think it might me lightdm that’s break but I’m
not sure

Candidate responses

R1 for me lightdm often won’t start automatically either.
It show me console tty1 instead and I have to start
lightdm manually 3

R2 what about sources.list ? 7

Fig. 1. Example of a conversation between two
participants (A and B) extracted from the Ubuntu
Dialogue Corpus [12]

Given the technical conversation between
two users in Figure 1, a response retrieval
system should rank the first response before the
second one. It is important that the system
captures the common information (carried by
words written in bold) between the context turns
and between the whole context and the candidate
response. According to [21], the challenges
of the next response ranking task are (1) how
to identify important information (words, phrases,
and sentences) in the context and how to match
this information with those in the response and
(2) how to model the relationships between the
context utterances.

Most of the recent works use complex ar-
chitectures to capture sequence and word level
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information from the context and the candidate
response in addition to multiple response matching
and aggregation mechanisms [24, 21]. Other
works neglect word level information and simply
rank candidate responses based on only sequence
level information [12, 6, 2, 20, 22]. Some of
them use external modules (ex. topic modelling)
or have external knowledge requirements (ex.
knowledge bases/graphs), making their training
and adaptation to different domains more complex.

In this paper, we argue that these approaches
suffer from two fundamental drawbacks: the
complexity of their architectures and/or their
domain dependency. We propose a simple
neural architecture that is domain independent
and can be trained end-to-end without any
external knowledge. We evaluate our approach
on two large dialogue datasets of two different
languages: the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus [12] and
the Douban Conversation Corpus [21]. We show
that the resulting system achieves state-of-the-art
performance while being conceptually simpler
and having fewer parameters compared to the
previous, substantially more complex, systems.

The remainder of this work is as follows: first, we
investigate works around retrieval-based dialogue
systems. Second, we describe the problem and
the architecture of our system. Third, we present
the experimental environment and the evaluation
results. Then we discuss the results, perform a
model visualization and study the errors produced
by our system. Finally, we conclude and discuss
future work.

2 Related Work

The recently built retrieval-based dialogue systems
either match the candidate response with only
one dialogue turn of the context ”single-turn” or
with every dialogue turn ”multi-turn”. In the first
category, some early studies consider only the
last context turn for matching the response [19,
20] or concatenate the context turns and match
them with the response [12, 22, 24, 23]. Even if
the architecture of these systems is quite simple,
some of them require external modules in order to
provide topic words or knowledge bases.

On the other hand, the most recent multi-turn
systems [21, 25] highlight the importance of
matching the response with every context turn.
While these systems achieve higher performances,
they require more modules (LSTMs, GRUs, CNNs
..) in order to learn representations of every turn in
addition to complex matching mechanisms. Thus,
the estimation of the number of turns to consider,
the training and adaptation of such architectures
become a hard task.

In this work, we propose a single-turn1 response
ranking system that matches the candidate
response with the context on two levels. Our model
is conceptually simpler and can be easily adapted
to other domains since it does not require domain
related information.

3 Multi-Level Retrieval-Based Dialogue
System

In this section, we formalize the problem that we
address and we describe the architecture of our
multi-level retrieval-based dialogue system.

3.1 Problem Formalization

Given a conversation context C as a succession of
s words wci such as C = {wc1,wc2, wc3, . . . ,wcs}
and a set of candidate responses R where each
candidate response R is a succession of t words
wrj such as R = {wr1,wr2,wr3, . . . ,wrt}. The
problem consists of selecting the best response
R to C. We define the problem as a ranking
task in which we want to order candidate
responses by their increasing score of suitability
to the conversation context. The utterance
with the highest score is then chosen as the
next utterance2.

3.2 System Architecture

We propose an end-to-end multi-level context
response matching dialogue system. First, we
project the context and the candidate response into
a distributed representation (word embeddings).

1We concatenate all the context turns as one single context.
2Note that throughout this paper we use the terms next

utteranceand response indifferently.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of our multi-level context response matching dialogue system

Second, we encode the context and the candidate
response into two fixed-size vectors using a shared
recurrent neural network (described in Figure 2
with the blue frame). Then, in parallel, we compute
two similarities: on word level and sequence
level. The sequence level similarity is obtained by
multiplying the context and the response vectors.
Whereas the word level similarity is obtained by
multiplying word embeddings of the context and
the candidate response. Both similarities are
concatenated and transformed into a probability of
the candidate response being the next utterance of
the given context. In the following, we elaborate on
the functions of our system.

3.2.1 Sequence Encoding

The first layer of our system maps each word of the
input into a distributed representation Rd by looking
up a shared embedding matrix E ∈ R|V |×d where
V is the vocabulary and d is the dimension of word
embeddings.

We initialize the embedding matrix E using
pretrained vectors (more details are given in 4.4).
E is a parameter of our model to be learned
by propagation. This layer produces matrices
C = [ec1, ec2, ..., ecn] and R = [er1, er2, ..., ern]
where eci, eri ∈ Rd are the embeddings of the i-th
word of the context and the response respectively
and n is a fixed sequence length. Context and
response matrices C,R ∈ Rd×n are then fed into
a shared LSTM network word by word in order to
get encoded.

Let c′ and r′ be the encoded vectors of C and
R. They are the last hidden vectors of the encoder
such as c′ = hc,n and r′ = hr,n where hc,i,hr,i ∈
Rm and m is the dimension of the hidden layer of
the LSTM recurrent network. hc,i is obtained by
Equation 1. hr,i is obtained similarly by replacing
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eci by eri:

zi = σ(Wz · [hc,i−1, eci]),
ri = σ(Wr · [hc,i−1, eci]),

h̃c,i = tanh(W · [ri ∗ hc,i−1, eci]),

hc,i = (1− zi) ∗ hi−1 + zi ∗ h̃c,i,

(1)

Wz,Wr and W are parameters, zi and ri are an
update gate and hc,0 = 0.

3.2.2 Sequence Level Similarity

We hypothesis that positive responses are
semantically similar to the context. Thus, the aim of
a response retrieval system is to rank the response
that shares the most common semantics with the
context on top of the candidate responses. Once
the input vectors are encoded, we compute a cross
product s between c′ and r′ as follows:

s = c′ ∧ r′ ≡ s = hc,n ∧ hr,n, (2)

where ∧ denotes the cross product. As a result,
S ∈ Rm models the similarity between C and R on
the sequence level.

3.2.3 Word Level Similarity

We believe that sequence level similarity is not
enough to match the context with the best
response. Adding word level similarity could
help the system learning an improved relationship
between C and R. This assumption was
consolidated by observing the scores dropping
when word level similarity was removed from our
system (see section ”Model ablation” ).

Therefore we compute a word level similarity
matrix WLSM ∈ Rn×n by multiplying every word
embedding of the context eci by every word
embedding of the response erj as:

WLSMi,j = eci · erj . (3)

In order to transform the word level similarity
matrix into a vector, we feed every row WLSMi

into an LSTM recurrent network which learns a
representation of the chronological dependency
and the semantic similarity between the context
and response words (see Figure 2).

Similarly to Equation 1, we encode the word
level similarity matrix into a vector T = h′n ∈ Rl

where l is the dimension of the hidden layer of the
LSTM network and h′n is the last hidden vector of
the network.

3.2.4 Response Score

At this stage we have two vectors: S representing
the similarity between C and R on the sequence
level and T representing the word level similarity.
We concatenate both vectors and transform the
resulting vector into a probability using a one-layer
fully-connected feed-forward neural network with
sigmoid activation (Equation 4). The last layer
predicts the probability P (R|C) of the response R
being the next utterance of the context C as:

P (R|C) = sigmoid(W ′ · (S ⊕ T ) + b), (4)

where W ′ and b are parameters and ⊕ denotes
concatenation. We train our model to minimize the
binary cross-entropy loss.

The advantages of our system compared to
the state of the art ones are: (1) unlike [22]
and [20], in our architecture no external module
is required to provide extra information such as
topic words or related knowledge; (2) we extract
sequence and word level similarity with a simple
end-to-end architecture that learns to match the
context with the best response by considering all
the context utterances.

4 Experimental Setup

In this section we describe our experimental
environment. First we provide a description of
the datasets on which we evaluated our system.
Then we present the baseline systems and
the parameter tuning. Finally we provide the
evaluation metrics.
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UDC (V1) Douban
Train Valid Test Train Valid Test

# dialogues 1M 500,000 500,000 1M 50,000 10,000
# cand. R per C 2 10 10 2 2 10
Min # turns per C 1 2 1 3 3 3
Max # turns per C 19 19 19 98 91 45
Avg. # turns per C 10.13 10.11 10.11 6.69 6.75 6.47
Avg. # tokens per C 115.0 114.6 115.0 109.8 110.6 117.0
Avg. # tokens per R 21.86 21.89 21.94 13.37 13.35 16.29

Table 1. Statistics on the datasets. C, R and cand.
denote context, response and candidate respectively

4.1 Datasets

Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus: [12] collected a large
public domain specific corpus of Ubuntu dialogues
called the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus (UDC). The
corpus contains conversations with at least three
dialogue turns extracted from the chat logs of the
channel #Ubuntu on the Freenode Internet Relay
Chat (IRC)3. Conversations from this source are
multi users on which heuristics were applied in
order to extract two-user discussions. Two versions
of this corpus exist. We evaluated our system on
the version V1 of the dataset.

Each sample in the training set is a triplet
(context, response, label). In the validation and
test sets, each sample is made of a context and 10
candidate responses where one is the ground-truth
response and 9 are negative responses randomly
sampled from the corpus. We use the copy shared
by [22] in which numbers, urls, and paths were
replaced by special placeholders4

Douban Conversation Corpus: Douban Conver-
sation Corpus5 is an open domain corpus extracted
from Douban Group by [21]. Douban is a public
Chinese social network allowing registered users
to record information and create content related to
film, books, music, recent events and activities in
Chinese cities6. The corpus contains more than 1
million conversations between two persons with at
least three dialogue turns.

3For the period 2004-2015 available on https://
irclogs.ubuntu.com/

4Available on https://www.dropbox.com/s/
2fdn26rj6h9bpvl/ubuntu_data.zip

5Available on https://www.dropbox.com/s/
90t0qtji9ow20ca/DoubanConversaionCorpus.zip

6https://www.douban.com/group

Each dialogue sample in the training and
validation sets has one positive and one negative
responses randomly sampled from the corpus. In
the test set, each dialogue sample may have more
than one positive response unlike the test set of the
Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus. Labelers were recruited
in order to judge whether each candidate response
is positive or negative (see section 5.2 of [21] for
more details about the corpus). We follow [21] and
remove test samples with all positive or all negative
responses and thus the test set size is reduced to
6,670 samples. According to the authors, Douban
Conversation Corpus is the first human-labeled
multi-turn response selection dataset. The task on
these datasets consists of ranking the ground-truth
response on top of the negative responses. Table
1 summarizes statistics on both corpora.

4.2 Baselines

We report the results of 7 state of the art systems to
which we compare our system. We copy the scores
produced by the authors in the original papers.

TF-IDF We report results of the Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) model
[13]. The context and each of the candidate
responses are represented as vectors of
TF-IDF of their words. Then, a cosine
similarity is computed between the context
and the response vectors and used as a
ranking score of the response.

LSTM dual encoder The model was introduced in
the work of [13]. The context and the response
were presented using their word embeddings
and then they were fed word by word into two
an LSTM network to encode them into fixed
size vectors. Then a response ranking score
is computed using a bilinear model [15].

BiLSTM dual encoder The system of [6] in which
the LSTM cells where replaced by bidirectional
LSTM cells. We do not report results of their
ensemble system which regroups 11 LSTMs,
7 Bi-LSTMs and 10 CNNs because we believe
that it is important to build simple systems.
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Deep Learning to Respond (DL2R) Proposed
by [23] based on contextually query
reformulation and an aggregation of three
similarity scores computed on the sequence
level. The reformulated query is matched
with the response, the original query and the
previous post.

Multi-View This system was designed by [24]
in which a two similarity levels between
the candidate response and the context are
computed and the model is trained to minimize
two losses. The disagreement loss and the
likelihood loss between the prediction of the
system and what the system was supposed to
predict.

Sequential Matching Network (SMN) Proposed
by [21]. The candidate response and every
dialogue turn of the context are encoded using
a GRU network [5]. Then, the response is
matched with every turn using a succession
of convolutions and max-pooling.

Deep Attention Matching Network (DAM)
Introduced in the work of [25]. This system
is an improvement of the SMN [21] in which
the Transformer [17] was used in order to
produce utterance representations based
on self-attention. These representations
are matched together to produce self- and
cross-attention scores which are stacked as a
3D matching image. Then, a ranking score is
produced from this image via convolution and
max pooling operations.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation of conversational systems is an
open research domain in which there are no
standard evaluation metrics [11, 10]. We followed
[12, 20, 22, 21] in using Recall@k, Precision@1,
Mean Average Precision (MAP) [1] and Mean
Recall Rank (MRR) [18] as evaluation metrics.
These are common metrics in evaluating IR
systems such as recommendation systems and
research engines, etc. Note that since in UDC
each context has one single positive response in
among the candidate responses, we only report

MRR and R@1 as they are equivalent to MAP and
P@1 respectively.

4.4 System Parameters

The initial learning rate was set to 0.001 and
Adam’s parameters β1 and β2 were set to 0.9 and
0.999 respectively. As a regularization strategy
we used early-stopping and to train the model
we used mini batch of size 256. We trained
word embeddings of size 300 on UDC and 100
on Douban using FastText [3]. The sizes of the
hidden layers of the sequence LSTM and the word
LSTM were set to 300 and 200 respectively. The
system parameters were updated using Stochastic
Gradient Descent with Adam algorithm [7]. All the
hyper-parameters were obtained with a grid search
on the validation set. We implemented our system
with Keras [4] and Theano [16] in backend. We
release our source code on https://github.
com/basma-b/multi_level_chatbot.

5 Results and Analysis

In this section we provide a table summarizing the
results of our system and the baseline systems in
addition to a visualization of the WLSM matrix, an
error analysis and a model ablation study.

5.1 Results

Table 2 summarizes evaluation results on UDC
(V1) and Douban Conversation Corpus7. Com-
pared to the single-turn systems (the first five
rows), our system achieves the best results on
all metrics and on both datasets. The first
four systems are based on only sequence level
similarity between the context and the candidate
response whereas our system incorporates word
level similarity in addition to the sequence
similarity. Moreover, our system outperforms the
SMNdynamic [21] with a good margin (around 4%
and 3% on Recall@1 and 2 respectively on UDC).
Even if the SMN matches the response with every
context turn and uses multiple convolutions and

7We limited the number of baseline systems in our table
to the most representative ones of each category. For more
systems, we refer to the results Table of [21]
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System Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus V1 Douban Conversation Corpus
R2@1 R10@1 R10@2 R10@5 R10@1 R10@2 R10@5 P@1 MAP MRR

TF-IDF [13] 0.659 0.410 0.545 0.708 0.096 0.172 0.405 0.180 0.331 0.359
LSTM [13] 0.901 0.638 0.784 0.949 0.187 0.343 0.720 0.320 0.485 0.527
BiLSTM [6] 0.895 0.630 0.780 0.944 0.184 0.330 0.716 0.313 0.479 0.514
DL2R [23] 0.899 0.626 0.783 0.944 0.193 0.342 0.705 0.330 0.488 0.527
Multi-View [24] 0.908 0.662 0.801 0.951 0.202 0.350 0.729 0.342 0.505 0.543
SMNdynamic [21] 0.926 0.726 0.847 0.961 0.233 0.396 0.724 0.397 0.529 0.569
DAM [25] 0.938 0.767 0.874 0.969 0.254 0.410 0.757 0.427 0.550 0.601
Our system 0.935 0.763 0.870 0.968 0.255 0.414 0.758 0.418 0.548 0.594
Only sequence similarity 0.917 0.685 0.825 0.957 0.209 0.357 0.702 0.358 0.500 0.543
Only word similarity 0.926 0.744 0.853 0.956 0.223 0.370 0.719 0.373 0.513 0.556

Table 2. Evaluation results on the UDC V1 and Douban Corpus using retrieval metrics

max pooling to rank the response, its performance
is lower than our system’s performance. We
believe that using our architecture, we were able
to efficiently capture both similarity levels.

Our system neither matches each context turn
with the candidate response nor uses complex
cross and self attention in addition to matching and
accumulation mechanisms but achieves almost the
same performance as the Deep Attention Matching
(DAM) [25] on both datasets and on all metrics.
The DAM as detailed in Section 4.2 is based on
multiple layers of the self attention (Transformer)
and Convolutional Neural Networks [8]. Even if
the advantages of the Transformer are related to
the performance improvement and the acceleration
of the learning compared to neural networks [17].
However, we proposed an architecture that is fully
based on neural networks but that achieves almost
the same results as the DAM and sometimes
better. The advantages of our system compared
to the DAM is in contrast to what was said before,
our system converges quickly. According to the
authors [25], their system was trained on one
Nvidia Tesla P40 GPU, on which one epoch lasts
for 8 hours on UDC and their system converges
after 3 epochs.

However, training our system for one epoch
lasts for 50 minutes on one Nvidia Titan X
pascal GPU (Both GPUs have almost the same
characteristics8) and our system converges after
two epochs9. Having such architectures (as

8https://technical.city/en/video/
Titan-X-Pascal-vs-Tesla-P40

9The number of trainable parameters of our system and DAM
is almost the same

DAM) makes reproduciblity of results harder due to
hardware limitations and time necessary to perform
training and cross-validation.

Note that on Douban, the overall performance
of all the systems are lower than on UDC. This
is due to the nature of Douban corpus in which
a context may have more than one ground-truth
response and hence every retrieval system must
find all the responses.

5.2 Error Analysis

We performed a human evaluation of 200 randomly
selected test samples from UDC where the
ground-truth response was not retrieved by our
system. By observing the test samples that were
misclassified, we identified 4 error classes. Table
3 summarizes the distribution of the test samples
over these classes. Around 50% of the errors are
cases where our system produced a response that
is either functionally or semantically equivalent to
the ground-truth response.

Error class Percentage

Functionally equivalent 31%
Semantically equivalent 20%

Out of context 35.5%
Very general responses 13.5%

Table 3. Error classes

In fact, considering these cases as errors may
falsify the evaluation. Surprisingly, the other half of
errors are due to out of context and very general
responses. This drawback was usually noticed in
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generative dialogue systems, however, in this case
of study, it is also a major drawback of our retrieval-
based dialogue system.

These findings encourage us to perform a deep
comparative study between these two categories
of dialogue systems.

5.3 Visualization

Fig. 3. Visualization of the Word-Level Similarity
Matrix (WLSM)

Furthermore, we visualized WLSM for the
following test sample. The last turn of the
context is:
A: hey anybody know how i can share file between
xp guest and ubuntu 12.04 lts host in vmware ?
B: ”install ssh on ubuntu and use winscp on xp”.
The positive response is ”do i need to upload it to
internet and download it again”.

In Figure 3, we plotted the Word Level Similarity
Matrix WLSM between the context (x-axis) and
the response (y-axis). For a matter of space we
visualize only the last dialogue turn (B) of the
context. As we can see, important (key) words
in the context and the response were successfully
recognized by our system and were given higher
scores.

For instance, upload, internet and download
were matched with install, ssh, winscp and xp. This
observation illustrates the importance of computing
word level similarity from word embeddings in order
to match the context with the best response.

5.4 Model Ablation

We report in the two last rows of Table 2 the
performance of our system while having only
one similarity level. We notice that having only
one level of similarity causes a drop of the
system performance. Results are higher when
matching the context with the candidate response
on the word level compared to the sequence level.
Considering the example of Section 5.3, the whole
context and the response are semantically similar.
Having in addition to this sequence similarity, the
fact that upload, internet and download match
with install, ssh and winscp will help the system
better recognizing the good responses. Vice versa,
we can have responses that share semantically
equivalent words with the context while the whole
meaning of the response is not related to the whole
meaning of the context.

These results highlight the importance of
considering both similarity levels in our system in
order to achieve higher performances. Note that
there is a slight difference in the performance of
our system with only one similarity level on both
datasets. We believe that this is related to the
characteristics of each corpus.

6 Conclusion

We presented a simple and efficient multi-level
retrieval-based dialogue system. Our system
learns to match the context with the best response
based on their similarity that we capture on word
and sequence levels with a simple architecture.
By learning a word level and sequence level
similarities our system was able to capture
deep relationships between the context and the
candidate responses. The experimental results on
two large datasets demonstrate the efficiency of
our approach by bringing significant improvements
compared to complex state-of-the-art systems.

In essence, a simple model can suffice to
achieve good performance, sometimes even
better than complex response matching models.
As future work, we will extend this study
by investigating the possibility of adding more
similarity levels while keeping the simplicity of the
architecture. Moreover, we plan to enrich text with
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discursive information such as dialogue acts and
rhetorical relations.
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